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M2Desk

Congratulations on the purchase of your M2Desk! 

M2Desk is a multimedia student table where the computer is fully ergonomically justified integrated into the 
table surface. With this solution each student has access at any time to a personal computer that is integrated 
into their workplace. More information is available at www.m2desk.com

This manual describes how to install the M2Desk Flex unit into the table top, so you and your students will enjoy 
the M2Desk for many years.

Yours sincerely,

Team M2Desk
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Suspension system keyboard and mouse
On the left side of the frame (from user's perspective), install two 16 
mm magnets meant for the keyboard. Install these 14 cm horizontal 
from the legs and 4 cm from the top of the frame.

On the right side of the frame, behind the front leg (from user's 
perspective), install  the 25 mm magnet for the mouse suspension. 
Install the magnet 4.5 cm from the leg and 2.5 cm from the top of 
the frame. 

Carry the cables through the frame, use the included tulles.

Assembling tabletop to the frame.
Place the tabletop on a protective surface.
Centre the frame on the tabletop and screw it to the frame all 
around.
Note that the interstice for the cables are right behind (seen 
from the upright position).

Place the table upright.
Note that the interstices are on the back side of the table.
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Installation M2Desk Flex unit
Open de box with the M2Desk Flex unit. On top you find possible 
included accessories.

After you have removed these items, you can take M2Desk Flex unit 
from the box.

Placing M2Desk Flex unit into the tabletop
Place unit carefully into the tabletop. 
Accompany the last part of the unit from the bottom side. This is to 
prevent any damage of the veneer right next to the unit.
Centre the unit as good as possible, so the seam around the unit is 
equal.

Secure the unit
After placing of the Flex unit, you can fasten the unit by using a hex 
key.
When turning the hex key, (total 4 grips), you’ll see a grip is turning 
out the unit. After turning the hex key further, the grip will go up so 
the unit will be fastened to the surface.

Turn until to the grips will fasten the unit to the tabletop. Note: fixed is 
fixed.
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Placing the M2Desk Connectivity box
The connectivity box ensures for an accurate connection of the 
operating elements and the supply of data and power. The 
connectors are suited in a closed box, this is to prevent any 
interference and fraud.

Connections
The following components are directly connectable on the print:

• 1x DC power
• 1x UTP network connection
• 1x USB

The connectivity box is built to accommodate any USB hub.
Multiple clamps are included for strain relief.
By placing first the USB hub and then put over the UTP and DC 
connections, it becomes in a later stadium more easy by servicing 
without turning the table.

After connecting all cables you close the connectivity box.

After closing the connectivity box, you have to guide the cables. 
Safety related, we advise you to keep the 230V cables as much as 
possible outside the frame.
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Assemble and guide cabling
The wiring under the table have to be mounted at a proper way.
We make a difference in cable thickness and weight.  Keyboard cable 
and mouse cable will be guided, UTP and 230 V cables will be 
mounted,

For convenient use, we advise you to keep a single cable length free 
for mouse and keyboard. At this way the user can easily grab, store 
and control the devices.

The adapter, 230V cable and UTP cable should be assembled 
permanently as much as possible. 
The cables (mouse and keyboard) should be guided.

In the rear right leg of the frame you’ll find a cable entry. 
We advise you, to do not guide any 230V cable through this opening 
and make always use of the cable tulle to protect the cables.

After guiding the wiring out of sight, the M2Desk Flex is ready for use. 
You can put it up right and connect it to power and data network.

Use and store the keyboard and mouse
The keyboard as well as the mouse will be stored on basis of 
magnetic power.
On both sides of the table there mounted magnets (total of 3 
magnets). The mouse will be stored on the right side of the table, the 
keyboard will be stored at the left side. To store the mouse and 
keyboard at this way, it prevents the wires will be tangled.

Getting and storing the keyboard and mouse will be done blindly by 
self-directing effect of magnetic power .
The magnetic power is adjusted to comfort and natural use and only 
based on M2Desk components.

The keyboard will be taken with the left hand at the top (side of F-keys).
The user can take or store the keyboard in one single movement.
Through the magnetic power, storing will be done self correcting.
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